THRESH 1 | 1" x 6�" x 34"

THRESH 6 | 6" x 32�" x 34"

Transitions™ Entry Ramps is a line of slip-resistant aluminum ramps that make it
easier for your customers to cross doorways and raised landings. All of the products
work well both indoors and outdoors.
The product lineup includes the freestanding aluminum Modular Entry Ramp system that works on thresholds ranging
from �3/4”- 6” high, including sliding glass doors and raised landings.
The aluminum Angled Entry Ramp, with legs that individually adjust up to 2” in height, is ideal for uneven surfaces, such
as decks and lawns. The ramp is made for single step rises and accommodates doors swinging both in and out. Simply
add a second ramp side by side for wider doorways.�

THSS 12 | 12” x 36” x 1�”

THSS 24 | 24” x 36” x 1�”

Stack them up and build
it as high as you need.

THR 250

2�" x 24" x 48"

Unique Feature: The THR 250
can also be used as a Rubber
Cargo Wedge

THR Riser 225
THR 250

2�" x 24" x 48"

2�" x 24" x 24"
(2 each)

Transitions™ Entry Mats is a line of slip-resistant rubber mats that make it easier
for your customers to cross doorways and raised landings. All of the products work
well both indoors and outdoors.
The stylish black color of the Rubber Angled Entry Mat, along with its beveled sides, gives this product the
appearance of an inviting welcome mat. It can be trimmed to fit doors up to 36” in width. Since the ramp does not
interfere with door tracks, it’s ideal for sliding glass doors.
The final product in the EZ- ACCESS Transitions line includes the Modular Entry Mat. This 48” wide customizable
mat, when combined with additional ramps and risers, works perfectly for thresholds with wider doors and
entryways. Both mats include integrated size guides to make trimming accurate and easy.

THRBE 150
1�" x 14" x 36"

THRBE 250
2�” x 25” x 36”

